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Abstract
The First World War was marked by a series of violent rep risals against
p risoners of war which have long been overlooked by historians. This article

exp lores one such sequence of collective rep risals, instigated by the German
army in sp ring 1917, when it op ted deliberately to use British and French
p risoners of war to carry out forced labour on starvation rations under
shellfire in the German trenches. As this article shows, this German rep risal
occurred in retaliation for the British and French armies’ use of German
p risoner labourers, in p articular, the French army's ap p alling treatment of
German p risoners forced to work on the Verdun battlefield. The German
army's use of harsh p risoner rep risals on the Eastern Front in 1916 is also
revealed here as the model for these 1917 rep risals. Ultimately, this article
contends that the 1917 rep risal action was successful: rep risal p risoners
were encouraged to write home about their p redicament, leading to p ublic
p ressure up on the British and French governments that forced them to
agree to limit their use of German p risoner labour to a distance of thirty
kilometres from the front in exchange for Germany ending the rep risals.
This study contends that p risoner rep risals illustrate new forms of violence
—and thus a p rocess of escalation or totalization op erating during the war.
It also emp hasizes, through a comp arison of the British, French and German
armies’ use of p risoner labour, that such totalization was not inevitable or
unlimited. Finally, it suggests that p risoner rep risals reveal wartime
violence in a new light—as highly rational and discriminating, deliberately
directed towards obtaining a p articular goal.
© The Author 2008. Published by Oxf ord University Press on behalf of the German History
Society. All rights reserved.
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